
"Untitled"
   by Ivy

You hear the same words over and over
Addict, tweaker, criminal
They use these words to justify
Caging you like an animal
While you're in that cage
You have time to decide
Is what they say true,
Or is it all lies
And maybe deep down it's true
But who gave them permission
To say it, they don't know
What you've been through
If you want to see
Who I truly can be
Then open up that cage
And let me free. 

"Hazel"
          by Gooch

In every city I go we 
Seem to find each other
As if by some romantic notion 
You knew I would need you
And were waiting on the corner, or at the park
Never more than a phone call away
Throughout loss, celebration, and boredom
You have been my best friend and worst enemy
And I appreciate all the times we had
But I'm all or nothing baby
So next time we meet
Take me all the way home,
Or don't find me at all
I hope to see you really soon or never again
Regardless if we meet or not
Loving you has been the hardest thing I've ever done
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 "Where I am Going"

       by Trent N.      

I am going to the place I've always been destined to be, a place where a man does 
what he says; where he builds up the lives of those around him; a place where children 
are proud to call him dad; where one and only one woman thanks God he is in her life 
and he does the same. A place where that man's pride comes from others' achievements 
and not his own; a place where that man can sleep at night with a clear conscience; a 
place where that man can walk with God through the garden of his soul. A place where a 
man is a real man; a place where that man is me. 

REMINDER: 
Publications for the 
Fall 2014 SpeakOut! 
Journal are due the 
week of November 
16th. Please 
encourage members 
of your workshop to 
publish and begin 
collecting pieces. 

All featured writing is taken from the 
Spring 2014 SpeakOut! Journal
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Opening my Eyes to Surprises 
by Hannah Polland

Already, I have been surprised by countless things at my site, the Turning Point Center for 
Boys. The surprises vary, but they have become more positive with each workshop. Beginning 
with the first workshop, I was definitely surprised by the way the boys treated each other. It had 
been so long since I had been in a high-school aged environment, I forgot about the dynamics 
of teen boys and how rude they can be to one another. I had not prepared myself for the “cooler 
than you” mentality that dominated our first workshop. That being said, our next session was a 
huge improvement. The boys were so excited with the prompts that they forgot to rag on each 
other. They find it surprising that we design prompts defined by their specific interests, such as 
reading rap as poetry. For me, the biggest surprise has definitely been how much they talk down 
their own work, but my goal – my biggest goal – is to help them see how talented they are. I’m 
looking forward to the surprises of each subsequent workshop and am so excited for the 
potential progress that is ahead.

Looking Back and Looking Forward 
by Chelsea Mitchell

Although I am still getting used to the jail atmosphere and trying to wrap my head 
around the layout of the building, I am having a great time working with the men’s 
group in the LCDC. I was surprised at how excited the men were about the workshop 
and writing in general. A lot of the men in the group seem to enjoy poetry especially 
and last week we exposed them to gonzo writing. All of the readings were the work of 
Hunter S. Thompson, whom they loved. We ran out of time before many of the men 
were able to finish what they wanted to write. In the future, I am looking forward to 
trying a prompt that incorporates deconstructed books. I want to tear out pages to use 
for blackout poetry, or utilize an idea that came up earlier in the semester: pick a 
random sentence on a random page and write a story from just that sentence. 

"If you do not 
expect the 
unexpected, 
you will not find 
it." -- Heraclitus

"'Crazy' is a term 
of art; 'Insane' is 
a term of law. 
Remember that, 
and you will save 
yourself a lot of 
trouble." -- 
Hunter S. 
Thompson
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The following pages feature the first impressions of our new 2014-2015 interns as 
they begin work at their SpeakOut! sites. Hannah Polland, Chelsea Mitchell, Lara 
Roberts, Megan Monacelli (returning), and Kristen Mullen all took the time to 
reflect on their initial experiences as workshop facilitaors. 

Deconstructing Books -- Engaging Prompts to Try:

First, tear out a page of a book. Then either:

1. Close your eyes and turn to a random page. Point to a word on 
that page. Open your eyes, and start a piece with that word or 
sentence. 
2. Pick five to ten words from the page and create a poem from 
them.
3. Ask your neighbor to pick five words and you create a poem 
from them. 
4. With a marker, black out all the words that aren't part of the 
story you want to write. What remains is your story. 

"I am a paper-cutter. I 
cut stories. So my 
process is fairly 
straightforward. I take 
a piece of paper. I 
visualize my story. 
Sometimes I sketch, 
sometimes I don't. 
And as my image is 
already inside the 
paper, I just have to 
remove what's not in 
that story." --Beatrice 
Coron, Stories Cut 
from Paper.
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by Lara Roberts 

I am a voyeur. I watch. I read their stories from the squint of their eyes, the depth of 
their smiles, in the rasp of their laughs.

I am a listener. I hear. I read their stories through the words they use, the words they 
don’t use, in their voices of whispers or shouts.

I am a feeler. I sense. I read their stories when told through shaking voices, clenching 
hands, in the flush of their faces from anger or fear.

The first day, in the first moment, on that first empty paper with the first pen unused, I 
asked them to tell me their stories of self. And I was surprised. They wanted to speak. 
They wanted to tell. They wanted to share their stories that said, “I am not giving up,” or 
“I am beautiful,” or“ I am loved.”

I didn’t share what I wrote, because I wrote, “I am nervous,” and I didn’t want them to 
see my fear. My Self was caught in the immediate moment, while their Selves couldn’t be 
contained by these cinderblock walls.

Every week, they stretch the workshop into a space bigger than the building. It becomes 
a space buttressed by honesty and support, with enough room to start speaking, and 
cracks opened from an imagination that can’t be checked.

In this space, I am a voyeur, a listener, and a feeler. I try to be the same beige as the 
background. Because I know they think they rely on us for the workshop and the time 
and the paper and the pens and the publishing and the feedback, but I want them to 
know that it is through them that this space exists. I want them to know that they create 
this workshop. They create this freedom. I want them to know this, because if they can 
build this space of freedom through writing from inside these walls, then they can build 
a space for themselves that is different from any small boxes in which others might put 
them in.

They write their Selves so that nobody else can write for them.

And I simply watch, a voyeur in this space that is bigger than fear.
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Incarcerated Men Tell Their Stories and Break Stereotypes
by Megan Monacelli 

People often give me a look of shock or question my safety when I tell them I facilitate writing workshops for 
incarcerated men. While I understand many people’s sincere surprise, I think it hints at an underlying, larger issue that 
deals with our perception of incarcerated populations. There is a stigma associated with incarceration and while I 
recognize that the stigma is in part warranted, I also know that working with these men is one of the most humbling 
experiences of my life. Self-disclosed story serves as the heartbeat of what makes these workshops powerful. Activities 
that have elicited potent and meaningful writing have dealt with names and identity, color and perceptions of the world, 
and photographs of life experiences. The use of structured poems seems to work particularly well. Perhaps the 
participants like this kind of writing because it balances structure and creative license, allowing them to think outside 
the box while writing in unconventional ways. What I have noticed, however, is that while certain types of exercises are 
popular and effective with the participants, often they are going to write what they need and want to write regardless of 
the prescribed task. Some  men come every week and do not participate in any of the exercises. These men spend the 
whole time writing on other topics and in other ways, illustrating how writing can be a therapeutic tool. Although one 
of the goals of my workshops is to provide opportunities for participants to exercise creativity through different 
activities, I also realize that each man is in a different place with his writing. Giving a participant the opportunity to 
process, think, and write aligns with the overall mission of the CLC. The process of opening up is powerful in and of 
itself, and breaks down barriers that create harmful stigmas and stereotypes. 

Music as Empowerment 
by Kristen Mullen 

After&a&less&than&successful&color/themed&workshop&last&week,&the&girls&at&Turning&Point&requested&music&as&our&
next&subject&for&last&Thursday&night.&With&so&many&genres&of&music&to&choose,&my&head&was&spinning&with&ideas&
and&I&couldn’t&wait&to&get&started.&I&thought,&“What&kind&of&music&can&empower&a&room&of&females&and&spark&
enough&emotion&to&get&their&pens&Diercely&to&the&paper?”&Then&it&hit&me.&Riot&Grrls&can&do&just&that.&We&read&
“Becoming&the&Third&Wave”&by&Rebecca&Walker&and&an&excerpt&from&Hillary&Belzer’s&“Words&+&Guitar:&The&Riot&
Grrl&Movement&and&Third/Wave&Feminism”&to&learn&how&women&invented&the&Riot&Grrl&movement&to&have&a&safe&
place&to&be&together&and&appreciate&each&other&for&being&themselves.&Uniqueness&was&praised,&diversity&
appreciated,&and&Dlaws&were&celebrated.&We&listened&and&read&lyrics&by&Team&Dresch,&The&Slits,&Sleater/Kinney&
and&Bratmobile&that&cover&topics&such&as&body&image,&leaving&bad&relationships,&self&acceptance,&instilling&
conDidence&yourself&and&lifting&up&your&friends.&Though&nineties&feminist&punk&was&an&alien&subject&for&most&of&us&
in&the&room,&it&was&a&learning&experience&and&the&message&was&clear:&When&the&outside&world&quiets&you&or&
doubts&your&competence,&Dind&the&resounding&courage&inside&yourself&to&prove&them&wrong,&create&a&secure&place&
that&allows&you&to&demonstrate&your&importance.&At&the&end&of&our&session&when&we&began&writing,&we&put&aside&
our&separate&lives&and&became&a&uniDied&voice.&We&were&a&room&full&of&women&who&controlled&our&own&lives.&
Though&each&of&us&have&individual&sources&of&oppression&and&Dind&ourselves&conDined&in&different&ways,&we&all&
wrote&about&our&power&to&break&free.&

“Goodbye small hands, goodbye small heart, goodbye small head/ my soul is climbing tree trunks and swinging from 
every branch”- Sleater-Kinney from “Get Up”


